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Abstract: Many Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) applications need reliable and real time data forwarding.
Multi-path data forwarding mechanism is favorite alternative for wireless sensor networks, as it balances
network loads over multiple sensor nodes, as well as considering fault tolerance. Most of the existing multi-path
routing  algorithms  consider  the  timeliness  or  reliability separately to send the data. In this paper, a new
multi-path routing protocol namely EART is proposed, which guarantees required quality of service (QoS)
parameters such as reliability, timelines and energy in WSNs. Simulation results show that Proposed protocol
has better performance than the existing ones in comparison criteria.
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INTRODUCTION carries an indication of a fire should be reported to the

The main task of WSNs is to sense, collect, process the introduction of multimedia sensor networks along with
and transmit data including physical parameters and the increasing interest in real time applications have made
events to a central base station where the collected strict constraints on both throughput and delay in order
information can be used for various purposes. However, to report the time-critical data to the sink within certain
with the specific consideration of the unique properties of time limits and bandwidth requirements without any loss.
sensor networks such limited power, stringent bandwidth, These performance metrics (i.e. delay, energy
dynamic topology (due to nodes failures or even physical consumption and bandwidth) are usually referred to as
mobility), high network density and large scale Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [2, 3]. Therefore,
deployments have caused many challenges in the design enabling many applications in sensor networks requires
and management of sensor networks. These challenges energy and QoS awareness in different layers of the
have demanded energy awareness and robust protocol protocol stack in order to have efficient utilization of the
designs at all layers of the networking protocol stack [1]. network resources and effective access to sensors

Efficient utilization of sensor’s energy resources and readings. Thus QoS routing is an important topic in
maximizing the network lifetime were and still are the main sensor networks research and it has been under the focus
design considerations for the most proposed protocols of the research community of WSNs.
for sensor networks and have dominated most of the Many routing mechanisms specifically designed for
research in this area. The concepts of latency, throughput WSNs have been proposed [4, 5]. In these works, the
and packet loss have not yet gained a great focus from unique properties of the WSNs have been taken into
the research community. However, depending on the type account. These routing techniques can be classified
of application, the generated sensory data normally have according to the protocol operation into negotiation
different attributes, where it may contain delay sensitive based, query based, QoS  based  and  multi-path  based.
and reliability demanding data. For example, the data In query based protocols, the sink node initiates the
generated  by  a  sensor  network  that  monitors  the communication by broadcasting a query for data over the
temperature in a normal weather monitoring station are not network. The QoS based protocols allow sensor nodes to
required to be received by the sink node within certain make a tradeoff between the energy consumption and
time limits. On the other hand, for a sensor network that some QoS metrics before delivering the data to the sink
used for fire detection in a forest, any sensed data that node [6]. 

processing center within certain time limits. Furthermore,
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Finally, multi-path routing protocols use multiple SPEED [13] is another QoS based routing protocol
paths rather than a single path in order to improve the that  provides  soft  real-time  end-to-end guarantees.
network performance in terms of reliability and Each sensor node maintains information about its
robustness. Multi-path routing establishes multiple paths neighbors and exploits geographic  forwarding  to  find
between the source-destination pair. Multi-path routing the paths. To ensure packet delivery within the required
protocols have been discussed in the literature for several time limits, SPEED enables the application  to  compute
years now [7]. Multi-path routing has focused on the use the end-to-end delay by dividing the distance to the sink
of multiple paths primarily for load balancing, fault by the speed of packet delivery before making any
tolerance, bandwidth aggregation and reduced delay. We admission decision. SPEED does not consider any energy
focus to guarantee the required quality of service such as metric in its routing protocol, which makes a question
reliability,  timeliness  and energy balancing through about its energy efficiency. Felemban et al. [14] propose
multi-path routing. Multi-path and Multi-Speed Routing Protocol

Related Works: Many routing protocols have proposed Multiple QoS levels are provided in the timeliness domain
for WSNs [8, 9]. One of the early proposed routing by using different delivery speeds, while various
protocols that provide some QoS is the Sequential requirements are supported by probabilistic multipath
Assignment Routing (SAR) protocol [10]. SAR protocol forwarding in the reliability domain. Recently, X. Huang
is a multi-path routing protocol that makes routing and  Y.  Fang  have  proposed multi constrained QoS
decisions based on three factors: energy resources, QoS multi-path routing (MCMP) protocol [15] that uses
on each path and packet’s priority level. Multiple paths braided routes to deliver packets to the sink node
are created by building a tree rooted at the source to the according to certain QoS requirements expressed in terms
destination. During construction of paths those nodes of reliability and delay. The problem of the end-to-end
which have low QoS and low residual energy are avoided. delay is formulated as an optimization problem and then
Upon the construction of the tree, most of the nodes will an algorithm based on linear integer programming is
belong to multiple paths. To transmit data to sink, SAR applied to solve the problem. The protocol objective is to
computes a weighted QoS metric as a product of the utilize the multiple paths to augment network performance
additive  QoS  metric  and a weighted coefficient with moderate energy cost. However, the protocol always
associated  with  the  priority  level  of  the  packet to routes the information over the path that includes
select a path. Employing multiple paths increases fault minimum number of hops to satisfy the required QoS,
tolerance, but SAR protocol suffers from the overhead of which leads in some cases to more energy consumption.
maintaining routing tables and QoS metrics at each sensor Authors in [16], have proposed the Energy constrained
node. multi-path routing (ECMP) that extends the MCMP

K. Akkaya and M. Younis in [11] proposed a cluster protocol by formulating the QoS routing problem as an
based QoS aware routing protocol that employs a queuing energy optimization problem constrained by reliability,
model to  handle  both  real-time  and  non  real  time playback delay and geo-spatial path selection constraints.
traffic. The protocol only considers the end-to-end delay. The ECMP protocol trades between minimum number of
The protocol associates a cost function with each link and hops and minimum energy by selecting the path that
uses the K-least-cost path algorithm to find a set of the satisfies the QoS requirements and minimizes energy
best candidate routes. Each of the routes is checked consumption. In our work, we combine different ideas
against the end-to-end constraints and the route that from the previous protocols in order to optimally tackle
satisfies the constraints is chosen to send the data to the the problem of QoS in sensor networks. In our proposal
sink. All nodes initially are assigned the same bandwidth we try to satisfy the QoS requirements with the minimum
ratio which makes constraints on other nodes which energy. Our EART routing protocol performs forwarder
require higher bandwidth ratio. Furthermore, the selection using multiple criteria such as remaining energy,
transmission delay is not considered in the estimation of required speed, quality of link and free buffer size.
the end-to-end delay, which sometimes results in
selecting routes that do not meet the required end-to-end Proposed Protocol: In this section, we explain the
delay. However, the problem of bandwidth assignment is assumptions and energy consumption model used in
solved in [12] by assigning a different bandwidth ratio for EART and describe the various constituent parts of the
each type of traffic for each node. proposed protocol.

(MMSPEED) for probabilistic QoS guarantee in WSNs.
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Assumptions:

All nodes are uniformly distributed in desired
environment. Fig. 1:  The structure of My_Info message
Each node has a unique ID in network.
The initial energy is the same for all nodes. For this reason, we assume that each of nodes has a
Nodes are aware of the location (by positioning neighboring  table  in  the  proposed  protocol. For
schemes such as [17]). Because of this assumption updating  the  neighboring  table  of  neighbor  nodes,
has been that the nodes can communicate with other each node sends its own information in a My_Info
nodes outside their radio range in the absence of message to them. Fig. 1 shows the structure of My_Info
node in their radio transmission range. message.
Nodes are able to control their energy consumption. Information contained in this message includes the
All nodes have a buffer and they are aware of their identification, geographical location, resumed energy,
own free buffer size at each time. quality of link, size of occupied buffer and maximum

Energy Consumption Model: In EART, energy model is Assume that the nodes i, j are neighbors  and node
obtained from [18] that use both of the open space j  placed  between  i  and  sink  node (dist (i, sink) >dist
(energy dissipation d ) and multi path (energy dissipation (j, sink)). Node i sends its packets to j (forwarder node2

d ) channels by taking amount the distance between the between source and sink) in the transmission path to the4

transmitter and receiver.  So  energy  consumption  for sink. The maximum velocity of sending the data packets
transmitting a packet of l bits in distance d is given by (1). can be calculated by (4).

(1) (4)

Here d  is the distance threshold value which is sink and j, sink, respectively. Delay  is the sending delay0

obtained by (2), E  is required energy for activating the in single hop between i and j.elec

electronic circuits.  and  are required energy forfs mp

amplification of transmitted signals to transmit a one bit in Link Cost: Values obtained at the links cost calculation
open space and multi path models, respectively. are used by the node to select the node at the next hop as

can calculates the cost of the links between itself and
(2) each of its neighbors by Link_Cost.

Energy consumption to receive a packet of l bits is (5)
calculated according to (3).

(3) at the next hop. N  is a set of neighbors of node S. E  is

EART: Like the other multi path routing protocols, EART size in R. LQ  is quality of the link between S and R that
has some phases for data routing that are information is calculated as follows[19].
collecting from neighbor nodes, link cost calculation and
forwarder node selection.

Information Collecting from Neighbor Nodes: The node
that wants to send the data requires some information
about its neighboring nodes to select the best sensor Here,  F  is frame  size  and (d)  is  the  signal  to
node   as    a    forwarder    node    to    data    transmitting. noise  ratio.

sending velocity.

Here, dist  and dist  are the distances between i,i,s j,s

i,j

a forwarder during the path discovery phase. Source node

Here, Node S is a source node and node R is the node
S r

the amount remaining energy of R and B  is the free bufferr

SR

(6)
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Forwarder Node Selection: In proposed protocol, it is
assumed that each node sets a deadline for each packet
before sending. With this assumption, required velocity
to send packet L can be calculated by (7).

(7)

Here, Deadline  Is the Specified Deadline for Packet l:l

The geographic information of the sensors in the scene is
very useful for establishing the routings, since it can make
the Sink communicate with the Source in the right
direction. Given this idea, we introduce a concept named
direction-angle [20] in order to make the sink and the
interested intermediate nodes send the Interest to those
next hops which are in the right direction towards Source.
In particular, when the relay nodes have been within the
radio coverage area of the Source, they should directly
propagate the Interest towards the Source without using
direction-angle again, otherwise, there would be much
more forwarding nodes and some unnecessary overheads
and resources waste are brought about. The number of
optional next  hops  may be reduced by using the
direction-angle, so properly setup the value of the
direction-angle to avoid over-constraining is also very
important. In this paper, a formula for calculating the
direction-angle is defined in (8). In the scene with multiple
Source-Sink pairs, the detectors are geographically
scattered, so the direction-angle can make the nodes in a
particular direction provide more independent resources
for a detector and effectively avoid the energy hole being
appeared early.

(8)

In  here,  dist   denotes  the  distance  between SSD

(the source) and D (the Destination), R represents the
radius of the radio coverage area. The sensor can receive
data once the radio signal reaches into its radio coverage
area. max_dev represents the maximum projected
deviation from the Source. From the definition in (8), we
can see that the configuration of max_dev has a great
impact on the value of the direction-angle, if the
configuration is too small, the direction-angle would be so
extremely tightly constrained that the number of optional
next hops would be reduced, while if the configuration is
too large, some next hops are not in the right direction
towards the Source would be chosen and it leads to  some

Fig. 2: The sketch of direction-angle

Table 1: Some values for the different bounds [18].

95% 90% 85% 80% 50%

x -1.65 -1.28 -1.03 -0.85 0a

resource waste. In this paper, the value of max_dev is
defined as half of that of dist  in empirical analysis. ASD

sketch of direction-angle is shown in Fig. 2.
Among nodes in the neighborhood table, those that

their sending speed is equal or greater than the required
sending velocity are selected as set of forwarder nodes
according  to  their  cost  function  and using the
direction-angle mechanism.

Finally,   we need   to   select    a    set    of   paths
from   the  N  available  paths   to   transfer   the  traffic
from  the  source  to  the  destination  with  a  desired
bound  of  data  delivery  given  by .  To  find  the
number   of   required   paths,   we   assume   that  each
path  is  associated  with  some   rate  p  (I=1,  2  …  N)i

that corresponds to the probability of successfully
delivering a message to the destination. Following the
work done in [21], the number of required paths is
calculated by (9).

In here, PSDT  is the estimated packet reception ratej

to the node j, which is one of the nodes in the desired
path [21].

(9)

In here, x  is the corresponding bound from thea

standard normal distribution for different levels of .
Table 1 lists some values for x .

To reduce energy consumption, if at any time by any
of the nodes is distinguished that the packet will not
reached to the destination, it is deleted. In this case, the
source node is notified.
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Table 2: Simulation Parameters

Value Parameters

400 meters × 400 meters Network area
(0, 0) m Base station location
100 Number of sensors
3J Initial energy
50 nJ/bit Eelec

10 pJ/bit/m2 fs

0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 mp

87 m d0

10 bytes Beacon packet size
128 bytes Data packet size

Simulation and Performance Evaluation: In this section,
we present the simulation results for the performance
study of EART protocol. We have used the GCC to
implement and simulate EART and compare it with the
MMSPEED. Simulation parameters are  presented in
Table 2 and obtained results are shown below. The radio
model used in the simulation was a duplex transceiver.
The network stack of each node consists of IEEE 802.11
MAC layer with 30 meter transmission range. Data rate is
250 kbps. The values of ,  and  are equal to 0.4, 0.3 and
0.3, respectively.

Average End-to-end Delay: The average end-to-end delay
is the time required to transfer data successfully from
source node to the destination node. Fig. 3 shows the
average end-to-end delay  for  EART  and  MMSPEED.
As it can be seen, proposed protocol has performance
better than MMSPEED in  average  end-to-end  delay.
This is because that proposed protocol considers the free
buffer size in addition to considering the quality of link at
the link cost calculation. Furthermore, EART uses
direction-angle mechanism in the forwarder node
selection. With these conditions, the nodes are selected
as forwarder nodes which are located in the right direction
to the sink. Thus data sending latency is reduced.

Average Energy Consumption: The average energy
consumption is the average of the energy consumed by
the nodes participating in message transfer from source
node to the destination node. Fig. 4 shows the results for
energy consumption in EART and MMSPEED. As it can
be seen, in  our  protocol,  energy  consumption  for
packet sending is optimal in comparison to the
MMSPEED. This is  because that in our protocol due to
the use of direction-angle mechanism, transmitting the
control packets is reduced. Also it avoids wasting the
energy of the nodes that are located in the non-right
direction to the sink. 

Fig. 3: Average end-to-end delay

Fig. 4: Average energy consumption

Fig. 5: Packets Delivery Ratio

Average Packet Delivery Ratio: The average delivery
ratio is the number of packets generated by the source to
the number of packets received by the destination node.
Fig. 5 shows the average delivery ratio. Obviously, EART
outperforms the MMSPEED. This is because that EART
combines the residual energy and quality of link
parameters with each other.
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CONCLUSION algorithm for wireless sensor networks. World

Providing QoS routing protocol for WSN is an 9. Ghaffari,  A. and R.B. Hanieh, 2011. Reliable and Real-
important issue   due   to   resource  constrained Time End-to-End Delivery Protocol in Wireless
characteristic of this network. In this paper a new multi- multimedia sensor networks, World Applied Science
path routing algorithm is  proposed  for  wireless  sensor Journal (WASJ), pp: 14-2.
networks. The proposed scheme namely EART is QoS 10. Sohrabi, K. and J. Pottie, 2000. Protocols for self-
aware and provides the reliability and  timeliness  in  data organization of a wirless sensor network, IEEE
forwarding. EART uses deadline and occupied buffer Personal Communications, 7(5): 16-27.
parameters of neighbor nodes to select the best sensor 11. Akkaya, K. and M. Younis, 2003. An energy aware
node in terms of required velocity as a forwarder node. QoS routing protocol for wireless  sensor networks,
The proposed method use link quality parameter and In  the  Proceedings  of   the   MWN,   Providence,
multi-path routing for increasing reliability. For prolonging pp: 710-715.
the network lifetime, EART considers node’s residual 12. Younis, M., M. Youssef and K. Arisha, 2002. Energy
energy. Simulation Results show that the performance of aware  routing   in  cluster  based  sensor networks,
EART in end-to-end delay, energy consumption and In the proceedings of the 10th IEEE international
packet delivery ratio is efficient than MMSPEED. syposium on modleing, analysis and simulation of
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